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First-principles electronic structure calculations are carried out to investigate the band alignments
of tensile strained (001) Ge interfaced with (001) InxAl1−xAs. The sensitivities of band offsets to
interfacial structure, interfacial stoichiometry, and substrate stoichiometry, are investigated. Large
qualitative variations of the valence and conduction band offsets are observed, including changes
of the band offset type, indicating the importance of local structural variations of the interface for
band offsets in real samples. Our results explain recent measurements of band offsets derived from
XPS core level spectra in terms of As atoms penetrating through the first few monolayers of the
Ge film. Analogous studies are carried out for the diffusion of other species across the interface,
and in general, the band offsets vary approximately linearly with diffusion depth relative to the
values for pristine “sharp” interfaces, where the sign of the linear variation depends on the diffusing
species. This large sensitivity of the band alignments to interface details indicates potential routes
to chemically control the band offset of this group-IV/III-V interface by tuning the stoichiometry
of the substrate surface that the thin-film is grown on.
I. INTRODUCTION
The interface of tensile strained germanium (ε-Ge)
grown on III-V substrates is currently being considered as
the working tunnel-barrier in the channel of future high-
performance and low-power consumption tunnel field-
effect transistors (TFETs).1–3 These devices take advan-
tage of band-to-band tunneling of charge carriers be-
tween the source and drain, and as a result, can over-
come the limit for the subthreshold slope of thermionic
devices,4 thereby simultaneously improving the transis-
tor switching speed (performance) and ION/IOFF current
ratio (power efficiency). Concurrently, there is a large re-
search effort dedicated to the integration of optical inter-
connects on a CMOS compatible platform,5,6 allowing for
highly efficient ultrafast inter- and intra-chip data com-
munication. The latter requires efficient on-chip light
sources, and ε-Ge grown on III-V substrates7 is being
investigated for this purpose due to the tensile strain in-
duced direct band gap of Ge.
The operation of transistor devices depends crucially
on the junctions at the border between device materi-
als, and this dependence only becomes stronger as device
dimensions continue to shrink.8,9 From the perspective
of optical devices, where electron-hole recombination is
required in the active region for light emission, mate-
rial interfaces also play a dominant role in the device
operation7 by determining the barrier height for electron
and hole confinement. Motivated by the technological
importance, significant progress has been made in recent
decades towards the understanding of solid-state inter-
faces and the resulting line up of energy bands between
materials forming the interface.10–13
In terms of ab-initio calculations of band alignments,
the lattice-matched isovalent interfaces14–19 represent the
simplest and most well studied category. Density func-
tional theory (DFT) is typically employed, and ideal-
ized, atomically abrupt interfacial structures10,20 are of-
ten used. These theoretical works have shown that band
alignments for these interfaces are predominantly de-
rived from bulk properties of the adjoining materials.14,16
Hence, for isovalent interfaces, the interfacial structure
does not have a significant effect.
Band offsets (BOs) across pseudomorphic heterostruc-
tures exhibiting heterovalent bonding across the inter-
face have also been studied, both experimentally7,21–25
and computationally.7,10,23,26–29 As for the isovalent in-
terfaces, a large portion of the computational (atom-
istic modeling) studies also involve ideal, abrupt inter-
faces, although some focus has been given to atomic in-
termixing/diffusion across the interface.10 Unlike isova-
lent junctions, the interfacial structure can have a sig-
nificant effect on the band offsets of heterovalent in-
terfaces, to the point of inducing qualitative modifica-
tions to the offsets, e.g. type-I to type-II or vice versa,
in interfaces such as ε-Ge/In0.3Ga0.7As(001),
7 and also
for Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) in certain cases (see results sec-
tion).
In this paper, the sensitivity of BOs to interface
structure in the lattice (mis)matched heterovalent (ε-
)Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) interface is explained by a linear
response electrostatic effect10,30 which occurs as a result
of changes in the position of polarized bonds (IV-III, or
IV-V) relative to the abrupt interface. Local changes
in the electrostatic potential step across the junction
result from the local variations in valence charge den-
sity and the latter are in turn induced by variations in
the stoichiometry of the interfacial region. Hence, this
work extends previous theories of BO-interface structure
relations10,30 to the technologically important interface
2(ε-)Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001). By explaining the qualitative
changes in the band alignments that can be achieved for
the same material interface by only changing the interface
structure, this work also contributes to the understand-
ing of how devices can be tailored by the interface.
Lattice mismatching across the interface can also af-
fect the band alignment. When a thin-film is grown
pseudomorphically on a substrate with a different lat-
tice constant the thin-film exhibits elastic strain so that
it can match the lattice constant of the substrate, be-
low a critical thickness such that stress is not large
enough to cause plastic relaxation via e.g. disloca-
tion formation.31 Epitaxial strain can be used to in-
duce a direct bandgap in Ge, useful for silicon-compatible
photonics.32 For strained, heterovalent interfaces such as
(ε-)Ge/InxAl1−xAs the dependence of the band align-
ment on tensile strain ε, which is varied by the substrate
stoichiometry x, can be significant due to the reordering
of conduction band valleys. Here, we study the band
alignment over a range of cation stoichiometry x and
show that when combined with modifications of the inter-
face structure (modifications which represent diffusion of
group-III atoms into the Ge layer), transitions between
type-I and type-II band alignments can be achieved in
this interface.
In this work, the variations of valence (VBO) and con-
duction (CBO) band offsets between Ge and InxAl1−xAs,
with respect to interfacial configuration, are investigated
using first-principles atomistic simulations—which are
detailed in the next section. In Sec. III, we consider a
range of systematic structural modifications of the in-
terface. Specifically, we consider (a) the Ge, As, and
group-III stoichiometric balance of the mixed interfacial
region for fixed substrate stoichiometries, (b) group-III
composition of the InxAl1−xAs substrate (for x = 0.0 to
0.25) for fixed interfacial stoichiometries (Sec. III A), (c)
interdiffusion of species across the junction (Sec. III B).
For interdiffusion, we investigate the relative stability of
diffused atoms in either material (Sec. III B 4). Finally,
in Sec. III C, we rationalize the results by simple argu-
ments and models based on the linear response electro-
static effect. Based on the results of the simulations and
on the linear response analysis, we conclude (Sec. IV)
that our simulations provide a picture consistent with
existing experimental results. We predict that both type-
I and type-II band offsets should be observable for this
interface depending on the details of the interface struc-
ture.
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
Optimized geometries of bulk and interface models are
calculated using DFT within the local density approxi-
mation (LDA),33,34 along with a plane wave basis set and
norm-conserving pseudopotentials35, as implemented in
the Quantum Espresso software suite.36 A non-linear core
correction is added to the In pseudopotential to treat
the core-valence interaction.37 50 Rydberg kinetic energy
cutoff is used for the plane wave basis set. Numerically
converged Monkhorst-Pack38 k-point grids are used for
all supercells in this work. The macroscopic average
along the z axis (aligned to the (001) direction) of the
planar average (parallel to the interfacial plane) of the
self-consistent potential39 [V m(z)] for bulk and interface
cells are calculated within DFT.40 Interface models con-
sist of 24 atomic layers oriented along the (001) direction;
11 monolayers for Ge, 11 monolayers for InxAl1−xAs, and
at least 1 mixed monolayer per periodic image of the su-
percell. Parallel to the interface, interface supercells have
dimensions of (2×1) in units of the (110) lattice parame-
ter. The virtual crystal approximation (VCA) is used to
approximate the InxAl1−xAs cation alloy for each com-
position point.
Bulk cells are used to calculate the bulk band edges
relative to the respective V m(z) for each material, and
interface cells are used to calculate the potential offset
(dV , see below) between the slabs. All band offsets cor-
respond to fully relaxed geometries for bulk InxAl1−xAs
and interface cells, while for Ge the bulk cells are biaxi-
ally strained along the (100) and (010) directions and al-
lowed to relax along (001). Thus, the bulk cells represent
biaxially tensile strained Ge grown on an InxAl1−xAs
substrate (with AlAs lattice matched to Ge) and the in-
terface models represent the minimum energy bonding
configuration between the slabs.
In order to investigate the relative stability of diffused
impurities in either Ge or AlAs, large bulk cells [with di-
mensions (2×2×2) in units of the (100) lattice parameter]
is used to calculate the formation energies41,42 of substi-
tutional impurities in bulk Ge and bulk AlAs.43 These
correspond to impurity defects present after growth as a
result of diffusion of substrate species during growth of
the material on the substrate. Thus, we consider a single
Al (As) on a Ge site (Al(As)Ge) in a 216 atom bulk Ge su-
percell, and a single Ge on an Al (As) site (GeAl(As)) in a
216 atom bulk AlAs cell. The formation energies are cal-
culated as a function of the chemical potential µα of each
exchanged atom α41,42 which are related to the bulk ele-
mental phases to establish boundaries on µα. Thus, the
formation energies can be calculated for As-rich and Al-
rich conditions, where the range of variation of As and Al
chemical potentials corresponds to the heat of formation
of AlAs44.
Thermodynamically stable configurations correspond
to charge neutral interfacial bonding configurations be-
tween group-IV and group-III/V atoms10,26,27,45 with no
electric field building up across either material. In super-
cell simulations, the lack of a slab dipole is ensured when
NIV−V = NIV−III , where NIV−V (III) is the number of
Ge-V(Ge-III) bonds per simulation cell. This constraint
is imposed in all simulations in this work.
Clearly, accurate band offsets require accurate calcu-
lations of the bulk band structures, which is precluded
in DFT due to the well-known band gap problem.46–48
The DFT+GW approach corrects the energy levels using
3the GW approximation to the electron self-energy49–51
providing sufficiently accurate bulk band structures
for evaluating band alignments at semiconductor/oxide
interfaces.40,52 In this work, differences of 0.17 eV be-
tween the VBO calculated with and without the GW cor-
rection are found for the lattice matched Ge/AlAs(001)
and for lattice mismatched ε-Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001). For
these reasons, all VBOs and CBOs calculated in this
work are obtained using the DFT+GW approach. This
yields a first-order approximation to the quasiparticle
band gaps from which band offsets are derived.40,52 Va-
lence and conduction band offsets are computed using
∆EV = EV,Ge − EV,III−V + ∆(δEV ) + dV (1)
∆EC = EC,III−V − EC,Ge −∆(δEC)− dV (2)
where EV,Ge (EV,III−V ) is the valence band maximum
of Ge (InxAl1−xAs) relative to V m(z) of the bulk cells,
EC,Ge (EC,III−V ) is the DFT conduction band minimum
of Ge (InxAl1−xAs) relative to EV,Ge (EV,III−V ), δEV
(δEC) is the GW correction to the valence band maxi-
mum (conduction band minimum) and ∆(δEV/C) repre-
sents the difference between the materials in the GW cor-
rection for the valence/conduction band edge (V/CBE).
dV is the offset in V m(z) across the interface. To obtain
dV , the entire self-consistent potential was taken, how-
ever the change in V m(z) across the interface does not
significantly involve the exchange-correlation potential,
which is flat throughout the interface cell. For unstrained
Ge, the conduction band minimum resides at the L point,
while for sufficient biaxial strain εGe Ge exhibits a direct
minimum gap. After relaxing the lattice constants of
AlAs and InAs, and assuming a linear variation of the
InxAl1−xAs lattice constant with x, the corresponding
change in cell parameters is applied to the relaxed Ge
cell, resulting in εGe = 1.76% when In content x = 0.25.
As discussed in the results section, the varying In content
affects the ordering of the satellite valleys of both Ge and
In, which has important implications for the band offsets.
We note that no spin-orbit coupling (SOC) is included
in these calculations. The effect of SOC is to split the
heavy hole p states (with J = 1/2 angular momentum)
near the top of the valence band. This splitting is 0.30 eV
in Ge, and 0.275 eV in AlAs53. As this difference of 0.025
eV is relatively small, we expect a correspondingly small
effect on our calculated band offsets, which in this work
always correspond to the offset between band extrema.
Hence, we consider the gain in accuracy to not be large
enough to not justify the increased computational load
of including relativistic terms, and we omit SOC.
III. RESULTS
A. Abrupt ordered interfaces
In this section, we focus on the interface that is atom-
ically abrupt and localized to a single mixed monolayer
FIG. 1. Atomic structure of the ideal, ordered, As-terminated
Ge / InxAl1−xAs interface. Black lines correspond to a
schematic representation of the valence and conduction BOs
(with and without GW corrections) across the interface. Ge
atoms are purple, As atoms are green, and In/Al atoms are
blue.
which resides precisely between the slabs forming the het-
erojunction. The mixed interfacial monolayer (MIML)
consists of either Ge and As atoms, or of Ge and In/Al
atoms. This is exemplified by the ordered interface shown
in Fig. 1. No interdiffusion is considered at this stage.
Considering this as a fixed interfacial configuration, the
InxAl1−x stoichiometry of the substrate is varied from x
= 0 to x = 0.25 and the valence and conduction band
offsets are tracked in steps of ∆x = 0.05. Varying the
In content affects the lattice constant of the substrate
which in turn changes the strain state of the Ge slab. As
εGe increases beyond 1.5%, the conduction band satellite
valleys are reordered in energy and Ge becomes a direct
gap material. An analogous statement can be made for
the conduction band valleys of InxAl1−xAs. Our calcu-
lations show that for x ≤ 0.20, the minimum energy val-
ley in InxAl1−xAs resides at the X point, while for larger
proportions of In, InxAl1−xAs exhibits a direct minimum
gap at Γ.
In recent experimental works, III-V substrate growth is
immediately followed by cooling under an As2 overpres-
sure before transfer to a vacuum chamber for Ge growth,2
such that the resulting heterostructure most likely corre-
sponds to Ge grown on an As-terminated InxAl1−x slab,
rendering an interfacial layer consisting of Ge and As
atoms. In other experimental studies, group-III precur-
sors was introduced immediately prior to Ge growth,54
or even coverages of group-III and V atoms on the III-V
surface before Ge growth were inferred from the observed
surface reconstruction55 with significant III segregation
into Ge after Ge growth.56 All of these studies taken to-
gether provide an impetus to study both III-terminated
and V-terminated InxAl1−xAs interfaced with Ge. As
will be shown below, alternative interfacial stoichiome-
tries can lead to interesting behavior in the form of qual-
4FIG. 2. Valence and conduction band offsets calcu-
lated using DFT+GW for the abrupt As-terminated ε-
Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) interface. The In content is varied in
steps of 0.05, up to 0.25 (where 0.00 corresponds to AlAs).
Variations of In content lead to corresponding changes in Ge
strain, denoted by εGe. The band gaps are labelled by the
satellite valleys of minimum (maximum) energy for the con-
duction (valence) bands for both materials; for x ≤ 0.20, the
minimum energy conduction valley is L for Ge and X for
InxAl1−xAs.
itative changes to the band alignments. Hence, we study
BOs for both cases, starting with the interface in which
InxAl1−xAs is As terminated (see Fig. 1 for structure).
The results are displayed in Fig. 2.
With the interfacial configuration fixed to that shown
in Fig. 1 (group-V-terminated), a relatively small change
in the valence band alignment is observed as a function
of In content; 0.11 eV change in the VBO is observed
between x = 0.00 and x = 0.25. The CBO exhibits
a larger change of 0.47 eV as a function of In content.
Thus a type-I BO is observed for Ge interfaced with As-
terminated InxAl1−xAs, and modifications of the group-
III composition of the substrate for 0.00 ≤ x ≤ 0.25 (ne-
glecting changes due to the randomized cation alloy) does
not qualitatively change the band alignment.
Changing to the group-III-terminated InxAl1−xAs, in
which the MIML consists of Ge and In/Al cation atoms,
a stark contrast is observed in the band alignments com-
pared to the As-terminated case. Fig. 3 shows much
larger VBOs and correspondingly smaller CBOs, with the
CBO becoming negative (corresponding to the Ge CBE
being higher in energy than that of InxAl1−xAs, see equa-
tion (2)) for small values of x; a type-II band offset is cal-
culated for x < 0.05, and so a type-II to type-I transition
in the band alignment occurs as a function of III con-
tent for the abrupt III-terminated ε-Ge/InxAl1−x(001)
interface, with the BOs being type-I for x > 0.05.
In addition to showing the BO dependence on sub-
strate stoichiometry, this is also a strong indication of
the high sensitivity of band alignments to interfacial sto-
FIG. 3. Valence and conduction band offsets calculated using
DFT+GW for the abrupt III-terminated ε-Ge/InxAl1−xAs
interface. The In content is varied in steps of 0.05, up to 0.25
(where 0.00 corresponds to AlAs). Variations of In content
lead to corresponding changes in Ge strain, denoted by εGe.
The band gaps are labelled by the satellite valleys of mini-
mum (maximum) energy for the conduction (valence) bands
for both materials; for x ≤ 0.20, the minimum energy con-
duction valley is L for Ge and X for InxAl1−xAs.
ichiometry for ε-Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) (compare Figs. 2
and 3 for a given value of x), and shows that the band
alignment can also change from type-I to type-II when
comparing As-terminated to III-terminated Ge/AlAs in-
terfaces. This is in qualitative agreement with the re-
sults of Pavarelli et al.7 who reported an analogous
change in the calculated band offset type for anion
and cation dominated interface stoichiometries in the ε-
Ge/In0.3Ga0.7As(001) interface. The results also indicate
a comparable change in the VBO and CBO as a function
of In content for both the III-terminated case and the
As-terminated case, although a slightly larger change is
seen for the III-terminated case. This is explained by
the presence of group-III atoms at the interface. As the
latter corresponds to a III rich InxAl1−xAs surface, the
larger variation of the VBO (0.15 eV) and CBO (0.5 eV)
with respect to the InxAl1−x stoichiometry is observed
due to the slightly larger effect that x has on the inter-
face potential term dV , where the latter is derived from
the atomic potentials present in the interface supercell.
B. Interdiffusion
In order to investigate the effects of interdiffusion of
atomic species across the interface on band offsets, the
position of the MIML was shifted up to 2 monolayers
away from the abrupt interfacial layer separating the ma-
terials, either towards Ge or towards InxAl1−xAs (Fig. 4).
This corresponds to a maximum thickness of ∼6 A˚ over
which atomic diffusion is considered (i.e. ±∼3 A˚ from
5the ML0 position, see Fig. 4), which is consistent with
previous experimental reports of interface abruptness in
comparable heterostructures.2,3 However, these interfa-
cial configurations are unrealistic, and for heterostruc-
tures present in experimental samples, interfacial con-
figurations involving mixed depths of diffusing species
throughout the interfacial region are much more likely
to occur. As a first approximation, this can be investi-
gated by linearly varying the stoichiometric balance of
atoms between adjacent MIMLs (while always maintain-
ing charge neutral configurations) near the interface.
For example, consider the Ge/AlAs heterojunction
with an abrupt interface in which the MIML consists of
Ge and Al atoms (corresponding to the band offsets on
the far left for x = 0 and εGe = 0 in Fig. 3). This posi-
tion of the MIML is referred to as ML0 (see right panel
of Fig. 4). By using the VCA to linearly mix the atoms
of ML0 and ML1 (see middle panel of Fig. 4), an approx-
imation to an interfacial configuration involving mixed
diffusion depths of Al atoms into the Ge slab can be
achieved. For the case of Al atoms diffusing from ML0 to
ML1, the stoichiometric balance between the monolayers
required to maintain neutrality results in the relation
[Al0.5−aGe0.5+a]ML0 = [AlaGe1−a]ML1
where [AlaGe1−a]ML0/1 is the composition of ML0/1, and
a is varied from 0 to 0.5. This is repeated for the case
of Al atoms diffusing between ML1 and ML2, with b
used as the stoichiometry parameter instead of a to avoid
confusion. For the case of As atoms diffusing into Ge
(see Sec. III B 2), the stoichiometric relation is analo-
gous, with Al sites being replaced by As. This procedure
is also repeated for the case of Ge atoms diffusing into
InxAl1−xAs (see Sec. III B 3) which would more likely
correspond to the scenario of a III-V slab grown on a Ge
substrate.57 The stoichiometries of the endpoints (e.g.
Al0.5Ge0.5 in ML0, ML1, or ML2, see Fig. 4) are cal-
culated using explicit atomistic models (see Fig. 3) and
compared to the corresponding VCA results for compar-
ison.
As an additional assessment of the error associated
with modeling the mixed layer stoichiometries with the
VCA, the cluster expansion formalism is used to gener-
ate a special quasirandom structure (SQS)58 representa-
tion of the mixed monolayer with a = 0.5. The ATAT
code59,60 is used to generate the periodic monolayer cell
which exhibits multisite correlation functions for mth
nearest neighbor k-atom clusters Π¯2Dk,m that match those
of an infinite random 2 dimensional binary alloy with
50/50 composition, for up to m = 2 and k = 3. This
monolayer SQS is used to compare to the ordered mono-
layer structures, and to the end-point VCA stoichiome-
tries. This is done for Al diffusing into Ge, and for Ge
diffusing into AlAs.
The results of these simulations are also compared to
an analytical model based on a linear response theory
for polar, heterovalent interfaces10,20. This model is de-
FIG. 4. (Left) Model of MIML residing exactly between
the materials forming the heterojunction; this position is la-
belled ML0. (Middle) MIML positioned one monolayer fur-
ther from ML0, towards the Ge slab, with position labeled
ML1. (Right) MIML positioned 2 monolayers towards the
Ge slab, with position labeled ML2. For Ge diffusing into
InxAl1−xAs, we consider Ge atoms residing up to two mono-
layers away from the ML0 position, towards InxAl1−xAs, with
position labeled ML-2. Ge atoms are purple, group-V As
atoms are green, and group-III In and Al atoms are blue. In
this figure, the case of group-III atoms residing in the top
InxAl1−xAs layer is used as an example. For the cases of As
atoms residing in the top layer, all green and blue atoms are
exchanged.
TABLE I. Calculated band offsets of Ge/AlAs(001) and
ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001) for As-terminated InxAl1−xAs, in
which As atoms have diffused up to two monolayers into Ge.
The MIML column refers to the position of the mixed inter-
facial monolayer, as defined by Fig. 4. The values in brackets
refer to estimates from the linear response model for polar
interfaces10,20 applied to diffusion, as described in Sec. III C.
All band offsets are in eV.
MIML VBO CBO
Ge/AlAs(001)
ML0 0.97 0.41
ML1 0.74 (0.70) 0.65 (0.61)
ML2 0.46 (0.43) 0.92 (0.89)
ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001)
ML0 0.86 0.75
ML1 0.72 (0.62) 0.90 (0.80)
ML2 0.48 (0.37) 1.15 (1.04)
scribed in Sec.III C, and the results obtained from this
model are shown as dashed lines in Figs. 5–7.
1. InxAl1−x diffusion into Ge
For the case of Al atoms diffusing away from the
Ge/AlAs(001) interface and into Ge, a linear change in
the band offset is observed (panels (a) and (c) of Fig. 5).
The band alignment is type-II for the case of the MIML
residing at ML0 ([Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML0). Thus, for Ge films
grown on Al-terminated AlAs(001), the valence (conduc-
tion) band edge of AlAs resides above (below) that of
Ge, and for increasing diffusion depth of Al atoms into
6FIG. 5. In (a) and (b), band offsets are presented for explicit (ordered) models of group-III In and Al atoms in the Ge slab,
with increasing distance from the ML0 position. In (c) and (d), VBOs are plotted for group-III atoms diffusing into Ge, using
the VCA to approximate the stoichiometry of monolayers near the interfacial plane. Left panels ((a) and (c)) correspond to
Ge/AlAs(001), right panels ((b) and (d)) correspond to ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001). The Ö symbols label VBOs calculated using
the VCA. The 4 symbols correspond to explicit models of the atomic configurations for endpoint interface stoichiometries,
ordered along the (110) direction parallel to the interface. The 5 symbols represent the SQS model for the mixed monolayer.
The dashed lines correspond to the linear response model (described in Sec. III C) for polar interfaces, applied to diffusion. As
group-III InxAl1−x cations diffuse away from the substrate into Ge, the band offsets become increasingly type-II in character for
Ge/AlAs(001), and change from type-I to type-II for ε-Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001). Note that negative values of the CBO correspond
to the Ge CBE residing at a higher energy than the AlAs CBE.
Ge the CBO becomes increasingly negative and the VBO
increasingly positive. As a result, the band alignment is
increasingly type-II over this range as a function of dif-
fusion distance of Al. While a diffusion distance of up to
2 monolayers (corresponding to ∼3 A˚) into Ge is partic-
ularly short, an increase in the band alignments of 0.50
eV (0.51 eV) is calculated for the explicit (VCA) models
of the interface, which shows again the large sensitivity
of band alignments to diffusion distance.
Turning to the lattice-mismatched interface ε-
Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001), a qualitatively similar movement
of VBO and CBO with respect to diffusion distance of
group-III (In and Al) atoms compared to Ge/AlAs(001)
is calculated. The major difference compared to
Ge/AlAs(001) is that the VBO for [(InAl)0.5Ge0.5]
ML0 is
small enough to yield a type-I band alignment. A type-I
to type-II transition in the band alignment is observed
as a function of diffusion distance for this case, with the
CBO for [(InAl)0.5Ge0.5]
ML1 being close to flat (0.01 eV)
and [(InAl)0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 exhibiting a type-II band offset
(Fig. 5 (b)).
Thus for group-III cations diffusing across the inter-
face and into ε-Ge, calculations show that this can have
a large enough effect as to change the character of the
band alignment relative to the abrupt interface, even for
a very short diffusion distance of two monolayers. From
the perspective of device physics, this finding has signif-
icant consequences. For example, for devices involving
7FIG. 6. In (a) and (b), band offsets are presented for explicit models of Ge in a group-III layer of InxAl1−xAs. In (c) and
(d), VBOs are plotted for Ge diffusing from ML0 to ML-2 (the second group-III layer away from ML0), using the VCA to
approximate the stoichiometry of monolayers near the interfacial plane. InxAl1−xAs is III-terminated. Left panels ((a) and
(c)) correspond to Ge/AlAs(001), and right panels ((b) and (d)) correspond to ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001). The Ö symbols
label VBOs calculated using the VCA. The 4 symbols correspond to explicit models of the atomic configurations for endpoint
interface stoichiometries, ordered along the (110) direction parallel to the interface. The 5 symbols represent the SQS model
for the mixed monolayer. The dashed lines correspond to the linear response model (described in Sec. III C) for polar interfaces,
applied to diffusion. For this range of diffusion, the band alignment remains type-II as a function of Ge diffusion distance into
AlAs, and changes from type-I to type-II for Ge diffusion into In0.25Al0.75As.
sandwiches of ε-Ge between In0.25Al0.75As(001) layers,
the trapping of both electrons and holes (required for
optically active recombination in optoelectronic applica-
tions) will be highly dependent on the diffusion depth of
In and Al atoms into the ε-Ge layer. As the abrupt ε-
Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001) exhibits a type-I band alignment,
these calculations show that atomic-scale abruptness of
this interface is required to achieve significant optical re-
combination in the ε-Ge layer, which hinders the use of
this particular interface in optical devices.
2. As diffusion into Ge
Calculations of band offsets were also performed for
the case of As-terminated InxAl1−xAs, see Table I.61
The results show that band alignments are quite sen-
sitive to diffusion distance into Ge. For the case of As
atoms residing in ML1 ([As0.5Ge0.5]
ML1), the VBO is re-
duced by 0.23 eV compared to the abrupt (ML0) case,
while the CBO correspondingly increases by 0.24 eV.
For ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001), the VBO (CBO) decreases
(increases) by 0.14 eV (0.15 eV). When As atoms have
diffused to ML2 ([As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2), the BOs continue to
move in the same direction, showing again a linear change
with respect to interface stoichiometry as in the case of
group-III diffusion into Ge (Sec. III B 1), but with a slope
8FIG. 7. In (a) and (b), band offsets are presented for explicit models of Ge in an As layer of InxAl1−xAs. In (c) and (d), VBOs
are plotted for Ge diffusing from ML0 to ML-2 (the second group As layer away from ML0), using the VCA to approximate the
stoichiometry of monolayers near the interfacial plane. InxAl1−xAs is As-terminated. Left panels ((a) and (c)) correspond to
Ge/AlAs(001), and right panels ((b) and (d)) correspond to ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001). The Ö symbols label VBOs calculated
using the VCA. The4 symbols correspond to explicit models of the atomic configurations for endpoint interface stoichiometries,
ordered along the (110) direction parallel to the interface. The 5 symbols represent the SQS model for the mixed monolayer.
The dashed lines correspond to the linear response model (described in Sec. III C) for polar interfaces, applied to diffusion. For
this range of diffusion, the band alignment remains type-I as a function of Ge diffusion distance into AlAs or In0.25Al0.75As,
with the VBO significantly reduced in both cases.
of the opposite sign.
The VBO and CBO of Ge/AlAs for the
[As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 case (0.46 eV and 0.92 eV, respec-
tively) compare very well with recent BO measurements
of the Ge/AlAs interface.1 The calculated VBO (CBO)
of ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001) for [As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 is 0.48
eV (1.15 eV). The latter BOs also compare well with
unpublished experimental XPS measurements62 of the
band alignment of ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001).
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3. Ge diffusion into InxAl1−xAs
Due to the solid solubility of Ge in GaAs,64 Ge diffus-
ing through the interface towards the overlayer is a com-
mon observation in III-V/Ge(001) heterostructures (i.e.
a III-Vs grown on Ge) such as GaAs/Ge(001). To a cer-
tain extent this diffusion and the overall interface quality
can be controlled by growth conditions,65–69 as well as by
thin interlayers of AlAs (or alloys thereof) between GaAs
and Ge.57,70–72 The latter technique can decrease inter-
diffusion due to the large Al-As bond energy and yield
heterostructures with very sharp interfaces between the
III-V region and Ge. However diffusion cannot be com-
pletely suppressed and Ge diffusion distances of a few nm
to tens of nm into the AlAs region can be observed.57
Many factors influence the investigation of heterostruc-
tures involving III-Vs grown on Ge, such as the potential
of CMOS compatible monolithic integration of optical
devices73,74 where graded GeSi alloys act as a buffer be-
9FIG. 8. Formation energies of substitutional impurities in Ge
(purple lines) and impurities in AlAs (green lines), plotted
as a function of chemical potential. Solid lines correspond to
impurities which result in As bonding to Ge, while dashed
lines correspond to impurities which result in Al bonding to
Ge. In all cases, impurities which lead to As-Ge bonds have
higher stability for the majority of the range of variation of the
chemical potential, and particularly for As-rich conditions.
tween the III-V overlayer and the Si substrate. Also,
high-quality III-V/Ge interfaces with a type-I BO could
offer advantages for photovoltaic technologies.71,75,76 An
understanding of the effects of Ge diffusion through the
interface is imperative to the assessment of these poten-
tial applications.
In this section, the effects of Ge diffusion into AlAs and
In0.25Al0.75As on the BOs are studied for short diffusion
distances. For the interface with In0.25Al0.75As, Ge is
tensile strained to the III-V lattice constant, which mod-
els the top In0.25Al0.75As/ε-Ge interface of a confined
ε-Ge region between a III-V overlayer and a III-V sub-
strate, as is considered for optoelectronic applications.7
Only the positions of Ge atoms which satisfy electron
counting rules10,26,77 for interfacial bonding are consid-
ered for this investigation, as this prevents the accumu-
lation of an electric field across each slab which would
result in unstable interface structures. For this rea-
son, only the position of Ge atoms corresponding to the
second monolayer away from the ML0 position and to-
wards InxAl1−xAs (ML-2) is considered. In terms of
the stoichiometric expression for the mixed layer as de-
fined at the beginning of Sec. III B, this corresponds
to only [Geb(III)1−b]ML-2 ([Geb(As)1−b]ML-2) being con-
sidered and compared to the abrupt [(III)0.5Ge0.5]
ML0
([As0.5Ge0.5]
ML0) interfaces for group-III (group-V) ter-
minated InxAl1−xAs.
In contrast to the results of Secs. III B 1 and III B 2
involving InxAl1−xAs atoms diffusing into Ge, the band
alignments in this section vary by a larger amount for
a given diffusion distance. For group-III terminated
InxAl1−xAs (see Fig. 6), an increase of 0.55 eV (0.56 eV)
in the VBO is calculated for Ge diffusing to the ML-2
position in AlAs (In0.25Al0.75As). For AlAs, this almost
results in a broken gap band alignment, as the CBE of
AlAs is only 0.09 eV above the VBE of Ge. The CBE of
In0.25Al0.75As(001) is also close to the VBE of ε-Ge, but
with a larger separation (0.12 eV) compared to Ge-AlAs.
Assuming continued linearity of the BOs as a function of
diffusion distance, broken gap alignments are expected
for these interfaces with a further diffusion of Ge into
InxAl1−xAs.
This has important consequences for devices involving
AlAs (with possibly small proportions of In) grown on
Ge. At variance, movement of the VBO in the oppo-
site direction is calculated for Ge atoms diffusing into
AlAs (InxAl1−xAs) through an As terminated interface
(see Fig. 7). In this case the VBO decreases by 0.75 eV
(0.64 eV), which is qualitatively similar but significantly
higher than the maximum VBO variation of 0.51 eV (0.38
eV) for As atoms diffusing through the Ge/AlAs(001) (ε-
Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001)) interface.
An apparent bowing of the VBO as a function of the
mixed layer stoichiometry b can be observed in panels
(c) and (d) of Figs. 6 and 7, whereas this bowing effect
is largely suppressed for the case of group-III atoms dif-
fusing into Ge (Fig. 5 (c) and (d)). The bowing effect in
Figs. 6 and 7 is likely an artifact of the VCA model of
the interfacial region; the VCA cannot correctly capture
local structural properties78 which translates to errors in
bond lengths and interlayer distances. These errors are
exacerbated when the mixed monolayer, represented by
the VCA, bonds to the neighboring ionic layers within
the III-V crystal. The difference in bond lengths be-
tween III-V bonds and Ge-III/V bonds makes an impor-
tant contribution to the local potential within the III-V
slab and this contribution is missed in the VCA represen-
tation of the mixed layers for Ge diffusing into AlAs or
In0.25Al0.75As. This causes larger errors for the interme-
diate values of b which involve two types of VCA ‘atoms’
in the supercell, thus producing the bowing effect. For
group-III atoms diffusing into Ge (see Sec. III B 1), the
VCA sites are now bonding to covalent rather than to
ionic layers and the structural errors of the VCA are not
so apparent.
The origin of the apparent bowing effect is further in-
vestigated by comparing the VCA results to explicit mod-
els of the mixed monolayer which are statistically rep-
resentative of a 2 dimensional 50/50 random alloy (see
panel (c) of Figs. 5, 6, and 7). For the cases of Ge dif-
fusing into AlAs, the VBOs obtained by the SQS mono-
layer are much closer to those obtained by the ordered
model than those obtained by the VCA. This lends fur-
ther credence to the possibility that the apparent bowing
effect seen in the VBOs from VCA is due to structural
errors associated with the VCA, as opposed to a realistic
effect. This is also the case for Al diffusing one monolayer
into Ge (see Fig. 6), although for two monolayers of Al
diffusion the VBO from the ordered model resides mid-
way between the VCA and SQS result. In addition, the
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FIG. 9. Al diffusing into Ge. Top graphs show the planar and macroscopic average of the electrostatic potential plotted as
a function of z (normal to interfacial plane). Bottom graphs show the macroscopic average of the electronic charge density
plotted as a function of z. Left panels (a) correspond to the abrupt interface ([Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML0), middle panels (b) are for
[Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML1, and right panels (c) correspond to Al residing two monolayers into Ge ([Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML2). All values of dV are
in eV. Charge density variation ∆ρm is in e/A˚3. Note that the potentials and charge densities are plotted along the same
horizontal scale.
FIG. 10. As diffusing into Ge. Top graphs show the planar and macroscopic average of the electrostatic potential plotted as
a function of z (normal to interfacial plane). Bottom graphs show the macroscopic average of the electronic charge density
plotted as a function of z. Left panels (a) correspond to the abrupt interface ([As0.5Ge0.5]
ML0), middle panels (b) are for
[As0.5Ge0.5]
ML1, and right panels (c) correspond to As residing two monolayers into Ge ([As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2). All values of dV
are in eV. Charge density variation ∆ρm is in e/A˚3. Note that the potentials and charge densities are plotted along the same
horizontal scale.
reduced bowing in this case (Fig. 6) indicates that the
VCA is a better approximation for modeling mixed lay-
ers in materials with purely covalent bonding, compared
to materials with some degree of ionic bonding.
4. Stability of diffused impurities
The formation energies41,42,44 of substitutional impu-
rities were calculated in bulk cells in order to establish
the relative stability (under conditions of thermodynamic
equilibrium) of diffused impurities present in either Ge or
AlAs after growth on top of either an AlAs substrate or a
Ge substrate, respectively. Thus, the formation energet-
ics establish, as a function of growth conditions, which
diffused impurities are more likely to be present in either
material after growth. The formation energies Eform(µα)
are plotted as a function of µα for the each diffused impu-
rity in Fig 8. For the majority of the range of µα, the sub-
stitutional impurities which result in bonds between As
and Ge have consistently lower formation energies than
impurities corresponding to Al bonding to Ge.
In particular, these As-Ge bonding impurities have
very low formation energies (note that negative forma-
tion energies correspond to impurities which form spon-
taneously under thermodynamic equilibrium, hence a ki-
netic process would be required to prevent their forma-
tion) under As-rich conditions. The latter has been used
to realize high quality, abrupt interfaces,2,3 hence we ex-
pect As-rich growth conditions to be favored for appli-
cations of these heterostructures. We also mention that
our calculated heat of formation of AlAs is −2.27 eV,
which overestimates the magnitude compared to the ex-
perimental value of −1.53 eV79. While this affects the
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FIG. 11. Ge diffusing into AlAs. Top graphs show the planar and macroscopic average of the electrostatic potential plotted
as a function of z (normal to interfacial plane). Bottom graphs show the macroscopic average of the electronic charge density
plotted as a function of z. Left panels (a) correspond to the Ge atoms residing two monolayers into Al-terminated AlAs
([Ge0.5Al0.5]
ML-2), and right panels (b) correspond to Ge residing two monolayers into As-terminated AlAs ([Ge0.5As0.5]
ML-2).
All values of dV are in eV. Charge density variation ∆ρm is in e/A˚3. Compare ∆ρm of the left panel to that of [Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML2
in Fig. 9. Compare ∆ρm of the right panel to that of [As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 in Fig. 10. Note that the potentials and charge densities
are plotted along the same horizontal scale.
formation energetics, our purpose is simply to establish
an approximate, qualitative picture of the relative stabil-
ities, and the error (0.74 eV) does not reverse the relative
stability of As-Ge bonding impurities and Al-Ge bonding
impurities under As-rich growth conditions.
C. Analysis — Relation between band offsets and
interface configurations
1. Electrostatic potential, charge density, and interface
diffusion
The changes in band offsets presented in Sec. III B arise
purely from changes in the dV term in Eqs. (1) and (2).
This is equivalent to stating that the changes in band off-
sets arise purely from interfacial effects, specifically from
changes in the interface dipole derived from the macro-
scopic average of the atomic potentials near the interface,
V m(z) (where the growth orientation is aligned to the z
direction). There is no contribution from bulk properties
in the band alignment variations observed when compar-
ing different interface structures (for a given group-III
stoichiometry of InxAl1−xAs and strain state of Ge).
In general, atomic mixing affects the electrostatic po-
tential line up by changing the charge density profile
across the interface ρ(z).13,20 In fact, it can be shown
that the electrostatic potential (Hartree potential VH +
bare ionic Vion) step across the interface is given by
4pi e2
∫
zρm(z)dz, (3)
and it is equivalent to the interface dipole (e is the
electronic charge, ρm(z) is the macroscopic average of
ρ(z)).10 Then, modifications to the local charge density
arising from changes to the bonding configuration near
the interface can provide either an enhancement or re-
duction of the interface dipole,10,80 depending on the po-
larity of bonds to the diffusing species, and their diffusion
depth. For this reason, the VBO and CBO variations can
be explained by electrostatic considerations involving the
effect of positions of IV-III and IV-V bonds on the local
potential.
As a result of the valence charge carried by the dif-
fusing atoms, we expect Ge-III bonds to contribute pos-
itively to dV as a function of diffusion distance of III
atoms into Ge, and Ge-V bonds to contribute nega-
tively to dV as a function of diffusion distance. This
is indeed consistent with what we observe in Figs. 9
and 10. The former shows the planar and macro-
scopic averages of VH+Vion, and ρ
m(z) for the ex-
plicit models of [Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML0, [Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML1, and
[Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 for the Ge-AlAs interface; the lat-
ter shows the same quantities for the [As0.5Ge0.5]
ML0,
[As0.5Ge0.5]
ML1, and [As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 interface configura-
tions of Ge/AlAs(001). It can be seen that as Ge-III (Ge-
V) bonds move away from the abrupt interfacial layer and
into Ge the step in the electrostatic potential increases
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(decreases), while the region over which charge transfer
occurs widens. A similar conclusion is reached by plot-
ting V m(z) and ρm(z) for the ε-Ge/In0.25Al0.75As(001)
interfaces, which are not shown for brevity.
For Ge diffusing into InxAl1−xAs, (see Fig. 11) a larger
change in dV relative to the abrupt interfaces is observed
compared to the change in dV for Al and As atoms
diffusing the same distance into Ge. This is not un-
expected, given the relation between dV and ρm(z)10;
the variations in density across the interface ∆ρm have
a slightly larger amplitude for Ge diffusion into Al-
or As-terminated AlAs compared to [Al0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 or
[As0.5Ge0.5]
ML2 (compare to corresponding ∆ρm values
in Figs. 10 and 9), and this translates to a larger effect
on the interface dipole for Ge diffusion.
2. Linear response theory applied to interface diffusion
Here we derive a simple model to describe the relation-
ship between interface dipole and mixed layer stoichiom-
etry across a heterovalent interface. We follow the linear
response theory approach10 put forward by Peressi et al.
which is based on the model for polar interfaces proposed
by Harrison et al20. Within this approach, the interface
is treated as a perturbation of a periodic reference crystal
and the potential lineup consists of an isovalent (i.e. in-
terface independent) and heterovalent terms dV = dViso
+ dVhet. The dVhet is then obtained via the Poisson equa-
tion from the additional nuclear charges (carried by the
perturbation) at each site.
For Al diffusing into Ge, we consider bulk Ge as the
reference crystal. Hence, the additional nuclear charge
per site along each monolayer across the interface is
(schematically)
· · · − Ge︸︷︷︸
0
− Ge︸︷︷︸
0
−
〈
−Ge1−a′Ala′︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a′)
〉
−
〈
Ge1−(a−a′)Al(a−a′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a−a′)
〉
−
〈
Ge0.5+aAl0.5−a︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.5−a
〉
− As︸︷︷︸
−1
− Al︸︷︷︸
+1
− · · ·
(4)
where 0 ≤ a′ ≤ a ≤ 0.5 is the mixed layer stoichiome-
try. The accumulated charge, found by summing adja-
cent sites from left to right, is then used to find the net
contribution of interfacial charge to dVhet, which for Al
diffusing into Ge becomes
∆Vhet(AlGe) =
pie2
2a0
(0.5 + a+ a′), (5)
where e is the electron charge, a0 the lattice constant
of a GeAlAs alloy81 and  the dielectric constant of the
same alloy obtained as an average of the Ge and the
AlAs dielectric constant. This is similar for the case of
As diffusing into Ge, but with the opposite sign,
∆Vhet(AsGe) = − pie
2
2a0
(0.5 + a+ a′). (6)
For Ge diffusing into Al terminated AlAs, a similar line
of reasoning results in the following interface contribution
to the potential line up (again, 0 ≤ b ≤ 0.5 is used here
for the mixed stoichiometry instead of a)
∆Vhet(GeAl) =
pie2
2a0
(0.5 + 2b), (7)
and for Ge diffusing into As terminated AlAs,
∆Vhet(GeAs) = − pie
2
2a0
(0.5 + 2b). (8)
By considering dViso as the average of the abrupt
(ML0, a = a′ = b = 0) cases for Al and As termi-
nated AlAs, the isovalent contribution to the VBO fol-
lows from Eq. 1. dVhet for either Al(+) or As(−) ter-
minated ML0 cases is then obtained from the difference
dV - dViso = dVhet, giving a value for the proportionality
constant pi e2/(2a0) = 0.27 eV in Ge/AlAs and 0.245 eV
in Ge/In0.25Al0.75As. The contribution due to diffusing
away from the ML0 plane is then simply an additional
0.27 eV (0.245 eV) per monolayer, which results in a lin-
ear relation between the VBO and stoichiometry of mixed
layers containing diffused impurities.82
Results show that this model agrees qualitatively with
VBOs obtained from supercell calculations. We observe
generally a better agreement between this model and cal-
culations involving explicit interface configurations (non-
VCA) than with VBOs obtained from the VCA represen-
tation of the interfaces (with the exception of Al diffusing
2 monolayers into Ge). The latter is particularly true for
Ge atoms diffusing into (In)AlAs, which again shows the
weakness of using VCA to represent mixed layers in a
ionically bonded material.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
First-principles calculations of valence and conduction
band offsets have been performed using the DFT+GW
approach. The GW correction was applied to obtain ac-
curate bulk bandgaps, while DFT within the LDA formu-
lation provided the interfacial profile of the self-consistent
potential from which the interface dipole dV can be de-
rived. By varying the stoichiometry of monolayers near
the interface using the VCA, the atomic diffusion away
from the abrupt interfacial layer can be modeled. Within
this approach, the dV term can be changed depending
on the interlayer stoichiometry with a sensitivity large
enough to, in some cases, change the character of the
band alignment.
The results of this work are qualitatively consistent
with the linear response theory developed for semicon-
ductor interfaces,30 where for heterovalent interfaces the
change in interface dipole (and hence the change in band
offset) should be linear in the stoichiometries of mixed
layers.10,83 We attribute the deviations from linearity
showing an apparent bowing effect, especially for the
cases of Ge diffusing into the III-V slab to the structural
errors associated with the VCA.
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The VCA has also been used to model the group-III
alloy of the III-V slab, thus introducing a further error
in the calculations of the band offsets. This error has
been investigated in Ref. 84 for In0.5Ga0.5As. By com-
paring with the most accurate SQS, it was found that
most of the error in the VCA resides in the indirect L-
point satellite valley band gap, while the minimum error
of the VCA corresponds to the direct Γ-point band gap.
As indicated by the early studies on SQS models, errors in
band gaps obtained by averaging between the constituent
binary materials generally follow the same trend for dif-
ferent III-V materials,58 hence the trends in VCA-errors
should be transferable to InxAl1−xAs. For x = 25%—the
highest In content alloy studied in the present work—the
band gap is direct at the Γ-point, and we expect the least
amount of error. While this error is not negligible (likely
/ 0.1 eV), it is not large enough to change qualitative
conclusions and trends of the present study.
Future studies will involve a wider range of explicit
models of disordered configurations for the interface, in
which various SQS58,85 representations of the interfacial
layers will be compared against each other. This will shed
more light on the band offset bowing effect and, by com-
parison, more accurately quantify the error in the band
offsets when representing the mixed layer stoichiometries
by the VCA. SQSs will also be used to model the group-
III alloy of the III-V slab.
While the importance of the interface structure for het-
erovalent interfaces along with the associated departure
from band offset transitivity seen for many isovalent in-
terfaces is by now well-established, this work shows that
variations in the interface stoichiometry can be enough to
dramatically change the band alignment characteristics
for the lattice (mis)matched (ε-)Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) in-
terface. Combining this with the experimentally vali-
dated band offsets achievable from DFT+GW for con-
duction and valence band offsets, this work shows that
due to variations in the interface dipole, both type-I and
type-II band offsets should be observable for this inter-
face depending on the details of the interface structure.
Calculations of the formation energetics of diffused sub-
stitutional impurities indicate consistently greater sta-
bility of impurities which involve As bonding to Ge, for
both materials comprising the interface. For the com-
monly used experimental approach of growing Ge on As-
rich (nominally As-terminated) III-As substrates, from
which atomically sharp interfaces can be achieved, these
results are consistent with the observation of type-I band
offsets for (ε-)Ge/InxAl1−xAs(001) for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.25.
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